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Why WIŚNIOWSKI?
We have been manufacturing our
products with passion for 30 years.
The name of the WIŚNIOWSKI brand
originates from the last name of the
founder and owner of the manufacturing
plant, Andrzej Wiśniowski. When products
are branded with the last name of the
founder, it is a testament to their quality and
functionality.
The story began with a dream about remote-controlled
garage doors. Today, across over 120,000 square metres of the
production floor, we manufacture hundreds of thousands of
products each year. Thanks to our advanced technologies, proven
materials, and proprietary innovative engineering, our customers
can be sure that they are making the right choice.
In our Quality Policy, we declare that we comply with
all the regulations applicable to the products we manufacture,
including those concerning safety and energy consumption,
and with the requirements provided for in the procedures of
accredited certification bodies that approve our products for their
intended use. In order to fulfil these commitments, we maintain
and constantly improve our Integrated Management System that
complies with the requirements of the following standards: ISO
9001:2015, OHSAS 18001:2007, ISO 50001:2011.
Our experience guarantees product durability and the
company’s responsibility throughout the product's lifetime. It is
also our promise of the highest quality and safety of use.

WIŚNIOWSKI Crowning your investment.
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Welcome to the world of

WIŚNIOWSKI FENCES
YEAR

GUARANTEE
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When choosing an industrial fence by WIŚNIOWSKI, you receive a product designed and
manufactured using modern technology, based on the know-how and years of experience
of our designers, construction engineers, and specialists.
We make our products out of passion for systems of well-thought-out solutions, and our
diligence in making them guarantees top quality. All the system elements are checked and
tested, safety-certified and provided with a 10-year corrosion protection warranty.

*WIŚNIOWSKI provides a 10-year warranty for corrosion protection of gates, wickets, segments, and posts processed by hot-dip galvanizing and powder coating.

WIŚNIOWSKI
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SAFETY
of the fenced property is not just about the confidence that the premises are protected around the perimeter.
WIŚNIOWSKI industrial fences guarantee full safety of use. All the gates fitted with control devices provide
high safety of use thanks to safeguards such as photocells, safety edges, signal lights, and a warning signal
light. All our gates carry a CE marking in accordance with the PN EN 13241-1 European standard.
SAFETY

RELIABILITY
is the most important quality of moving elements whenever machine operation must be quick and
effective. With WIŚNIOWSKI fence systems, you can be sure that the fence will provide everything
it was designed to provide. It constitutes a protective enclosure, marks out the perimeter, and the
automatic gates are an active barrier that operates efficiently as required by the user.

EFFICIENCY
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ZINC LAYER
(HOT-DIP
GALVANIZING)

CHROMIUM-FREE
PASSIVATION
ZINC LAYER
(ELECTROGALVANIZING)
STEEL
ELEMENT
CHROMIUM-FREE
PASSIVATION

POLYESTER PAINT
(POWDER COATING)
STEEL
ELEMENT

Mesh panel protected by:
electrogalvanizing and polyester coating

Mesh panel protected by:
hot-dip galvanizing

EFFECTIVE
PROTECTION
CORROSION TREATMENTS

ANTI-CORROSIVENESS

Galvanizing is an economically efficient technology both at the
manufacturing stage and in long-term use. Galvanized industrial fences
by WIŚNIOWSKI do not require surface treatment for many years. When
in use, their elements do not have to be coated with the use of expensive
products and complex renovation methods that traditional fences need.
Depending on the type of the fence element, two galvanizing methods
are used: hot-dip galvanizing and electrogalvanizing, which provide a
great substrate for powder coating.
Galvanized steel is recycled and does not place a burden on the
environment.
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Standard RAL palette colours

AN ABUNDANCE
OF COLOURS
The range of RAL colours is a selection of over 200 catalogued
traditional colours optionally available with WIŚNIOWSKI fences.
The paint coat is applied in automatic, modern, fence-specific powder
paint shops. The special pre-treatment cycle for the substrate and a
stable process of thermal fixing of the coating provides an exceptional
finish. Yet above all, the powder coating technology provides high
quality corrosion protection backed by our 10-year warranty for the
WIŚNIOWSKI fences painted using the DUPLEX technology.

Blue
RAL 5010

Green
RAL 6005

Graphite
RAL 7016

Grey
RAL 7030

White
RAL 9016

Standard colour range for industrial fences
14
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Folding gate

VEGA B panel

VEGA B Light panel

25x25 infill

OPZ 252

PI 95

Modest

V-KING

Double-leaf gate

Wicket

Modest

Gardia

Industrial segment

Sliding gate

Wicket

Double-leaf gate

Gardia

VEGA B Light panel

VEGA 2D Super panel

VEGA 2D Super panel

Panel

VEGA B
Light

A FUNCTIONAL
SYSTEM

Double-leaf gate

Bastion

VEGA 2D Super panel
Panel

VEGA 2D
Super
Wicket

Bastion

VEGA 2D Super panel

Sliding gate

PI 200
25x25 infill

Industrial areas require an individual and at the same time comprehensive
approach to space design. The type of recommended fence solutions depends
on the required perimeter protection, level of access control, the building
layout within the premises, and traffic volume. Our years of experience in
designing and manufacturing fence system solutions guarantee integration
of all the needs and functions, regardless of the intended purpose of the site.
It is an effective, reliable, and functional fence for industrial and public
sites ranging from airports, shipyards, power plants, and factories, through
logistics centres, military sites, agricultural areas, to schools, sports fields,
and stadiums.

FUNCTIONALITY

Sliding gate

PI 130
25x25 infill

The term “system” means full compatibility of all the elements used in the
project, which together provide comprehensive fencing of the area. Our
range includes a number of specialist solutions geared to high functional
demands, such as high-speed gates, large gates, barbed or razor wire
fences. We also offer several systems of sliding gates, double-leaf gates,
and wickets with a number of specialist accessories that increase the
comfort of use and perimeter safety.

Wicket

Industrial segment

Bastion

OPZ 252

25x25 infill

Double-leaf gate

Bastion
16
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SLIDING GATES
RELIABLE AND EFFICIENT
OPERATION

A reliable and solid construction of the cantilever design lets you close off really big
openings – up to 16 metres wide with a single sliding gate and up to 24 metres wide
when two gates are installed opposite each other. Two opening directions are available:
left and right, in manual or power operated versions. They are used when the forecourt
is short, when the ground is elevated, and whenever double-leaf gates cannot be used.
Industrial sliding gates travel along the fence; for its installation and proper operation,
free space is required on the side of the opening to enable free movement of the leaf.
WIŚNIOWSKI
sliding
gates
are
perfect
for
all
types
of
private
and
industrial
business
activity.
The
gates
are
installed
around
industrial buildings, airports, ports, guarded car parks, around schools, kindergartens,
shopping malls, etc.

Special features
•
•
•
•

a broad range of dimensions: opening from 3 to 16 m wide,
a system-based product – can be infilled with 25x25
sections or Vega B or Vega 2DS mesh panels,
modular design eliminates possible corrosion centres,
automatic gates carry a CE marking and are available with
a range of drive units, sensors, safeguards, and perimeter
accessories.

Can be painted in any RAL palette colour. Up to 10 years
of corrosion protection warranty for gates treated with the
DUPLEX powder coating system.

18
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SLIDING GATES

GATE TYPES

PI 200

Industrial sliding gates are made of steel box sections. This modular, cantilever design has no
welds at the joints of gate elements, which made it possible to eliminate possible corrosion
centres. Depending on the required clear opening width, 3 types of track beams are used: PI 95
(95x85), PI 130 (130x115), and PI 200 (200x155).

PI 200 sliding gate

PI 200 sliding gate

Sliding gate with a drive in the low box

Manually operated sliding gate

Carriage for PI 200 gates over 12 [m]

Available dimensions of PI 200 gates
2,400
2,200
2,000

PI 200 sliding gate
Gate with a drive in the high box

Carriage for PI 200 gates up to 12 [m]

Leaf
height
in [mm] up to

1,700
1,500
8,000		

8,500

9,000

9,500		

10,000		

11,000

12,000

Width
between posts
in [mm] up to

Products are available in all sizes for the range provided in the table.

20
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PI 130

PI 130 sliding gate

PI 130 sliding gate

Manually operated sliding gate

Sliding gate with a drive in the low box

Available dimensions of PI 130 gates
2,400
2,150
1,950

PI 130 sliding gate
Gate with a drive in the high box

Carriage for PI 130 gates

Leaf
height
in [mm] up to

1,650
1,450
6,000		

6,500

7,000

7,500		

8,000		

8,500

9,000

Width
between posts
in [mm] up to

Products are available in all sizes for the range provided in the table.
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PI 95

PI 95 sliding gate
Manually operated sliding gate

Available dimensions of PI 95 gates
PI 95 sliding gate
Sliding gate with a drive in the post

2,200

Carriage for PI 95 gates

2,000
Leaf
height
in [mm] up to

1,700
1,500
3,500		

4,000

4,500

5,000		

5,500		

6,000

6,500

7,000

Width
between posts
in [mm] up to

Products are available in all sizes for the range provided in the table.
24
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SLIDING GATES

INFILL TYPES
25x25 section infill

Vega B mesh panel infill (screwed to the structure)

SLIDING GATES

AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS
A wide selection of drive units depending on the gate size and intended
purpose. Our range includes drive units with various power output, speed,
and duty specifications.
All the automatic gates by WIŚNIOWSKI carry a CE marking confirming that
the products comply with the PN EN 13241-1 standard.
Optional integration of the drive unit is an important feature of the
WIŚNIOWSKI sliding gates. We offer integration of the drive unit
with a post and a low or high box.

Vega 2D Super panel infill (screwed panels)

Vega 2D Super panel infill (welded to the structure)

26
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The integration of the drive unit guarantees reliable operation of
both the drive unit and the controller. It is also a proven solution
preventing theft.

ACCESSORIES

AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS

The PI 200 gates are available in the manually-operated and power-operated versions. The manuallyoperated version is fitted with a Locinox lock. The automatic gate is not fitted with a lock, as the operating
unit doubles up as a lock. The automatic gate is especially recommended for premises where the gate has
to be frequently opened and closed. In this case, the automatic drive unit is a very convenient solution.

Depending on the required level of safety, the automatic gate is available in the Totmann (operated with a key switch) or the
Automatik (operated with a remote control transmitter) version. Depending on the requirements, the automatic version is fitted
with 3 safety edges (Automatik 1) or 5 safety edges (Automatik 2). The CE mark confirms safe operation of the PI 200 sliding gates
in all conditions.

4

3
3

6
Option

5
2

2

1

1

The Totmann version
•
•
•
•

28
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Actuator
Central control unit
Warning lamp
Key switch with an emergency STOP switch

The Automatik 1 version
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actuator
Central control unit
Radio receiver
Transmitter for controlling the drive remotely
Warning lamp
External antenna
Photocells
Key switch with an emergency STOP switch
3 safety edges
Signal transmission system for transmitting the signal
from the safety edge installed on the leaf

The Automatik 2 version
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actuator
Central control unit
Radio receiver
Transmitter for controlling the drive remotely
Warning lamp
External antenna
Photocells
Key switch with an emergency STOP switch
5 safety edges
Signal transmission system for transmitting the signal
from the safety edge installed on the leaf
WIŚNIOWSKI
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V-KING GATES
The V-King folding gates are dedicated for industries where quick, heavy duty, reliable,
and safe operation is needed. This solution is perfect for logistics centres, ports, airports,
and other industrial areas.
The V-King combines the advantages of a double-leaf gate and a barrier, enabling
permanent access control or traffic control.

Special features
High-speed – adjustable operating speed from 1 m/s,
indispensable when a high level of perimeter protection is
needed at sites with a high traffic volume.
Reliable – top priority ever since the design concept stage. The
structure, as well as the selection of accessories and the drive
unit were all taken into consideration with a view to ensuring
the highest reliability.
Heavy duty operation. The reinforced structure of the gate is
designed for continuous operation, which in practice means 800
up to even 2,000 opening and closing cycles per day. Moreover,
drive units with the best reliability factor are used.
Safety. 10 safety edges come as standard. With emphasis on safety,
the gate was fitted with systems preventing situations
where property, e.g. a passing vehicle, could be damaged or a
person could be injured.
Available in all RAL palette colours.
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SAFETY OF USE
5

of this ultramodern and high-speed gate is ensured by numerous safety systems. The standard accessories
include 2 photocell kits, 10 safety edges, two emergency stops, and a LED warning light. The gates can be
fitted with auxiliary infrared barriers and light barriers. All this to make sure that the gate can operate without
additional supervision in high-volume vehicle or pedestrian traffic.

GUARANTEE

The V-King gate is available in a single-leaf and a double-leaf version. The gate can close off opening widths
up to 8 [m] wide and 2.4 [m] high.

YEAR

Confidence confirmed with a 5-year warranty for the complete product.

All dimensions available for the provided range of dimensions.
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V-KING GATES

AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS
5 year or 5 million cycle warranty for the drive unit. The high speed
operation of the gate is ensured by Daab drive units manufactured by
FAAC.

Drive units with an oil bath gear are dedicated for heavy duty operation and are characterized by
reliability and smooth operation – adjustable opening speed from 1 m/s. The reliability of the drive
unit was proven by field tests. The measured number of cycles that the gate can perform per day is
from 800 up to 2,000 cycles.
The available accessories include a remote control, gate operation light signal, and motion sensors.

Opening width up to 8 [m].
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DOUBLE-LEAF GATE AND WICKET SYSTEM

BASTION

The BASTION gate and wicket system was conceptualized as a special design for all sorts
of industrial operations, especially where simple form and functionality are required. The
concept involved preparation of ready product kits. The gate or wicket kit includes loadbearing posts and the hinge and lock kit.
The BASTION is available with three types of infills: 25x25 [mm] closed box section, VEGA
B mesh panel screwed to the structure or VEGA 2D Super mesh panel screwed or welded
to the structure.
A wide range of optional accessories and dimensions makes the BASTION a versatile
solution, which is ready to use without any extra elements. BASTION double-leaf gates
carry a CE marking confirming their compliance with the PN EN 13241-1 standard. BASTION
wickets can be fitted with a standard lock with a cylinder or an electromagnetic lock.

Special features
Ready-to-use kit. The gate or wicket kit is always paired with
posts, it is available in a broad range of dimensions – you can
choose any dimension from the available range.
A system solution. All types of industrial infills are available:
25x25 section, Vega B or Vega 2DS mesh panel.
A robust and heavy duty structure for industrial applications.
Compatible with drive units. This product carries a CE marking.
Can be painted in any RAL palette colour. Up to 10 years of
corrosion protection warranty for gates treated with the DUPLEX
powder coating system.

36
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DOUBLE-LEAF GATE AND WICKET SYSTEM

GARDIA

The GARDIA gate and wicket system was conceptualized as a comprehensive, lightweight,
and very functional solution for moving fence elements, to be applied in single-family
detached homes, public buildings, and industrial sites. The gate or wicket kit includes
load-bearing posts and the LOCINOX hinge and lock kit with an interchangeable locking
direction and up to 180° opening. The leaf is infilled with a 6/5/6 gauge wire Vega 2D
mesh panel welded to the structure or 8/6/8 Vega 2D Super mesh panel.
The unique design of the GARDIA system makes it possible to have it open in any swing
direction. Manual operation only.

Special features
Versatile application. The solution can be used in residential
buildings and in recreational sites (parks and gardens), as well as
in industrial sites thanks to the universal installation in demanding
operating conditions, which is enabled by the 180° hinges.
Robust structure with a lightweight infill. The combination of
section elements with the mesh panel infill creates an appealing
form providing full visibility with reliable access protection.
High-end hardware. The advanced hinge and lock solutions
(highly adjustable 180° hinges) by LOCINOX increase the
functionality of the gate kit.
Standard finish of the system: hot-dip galvanized or green (RAL
6005) or grey (RAL 7016) colour.
10 year corrosion protection warranty for gates treated with the
DUPLEX powder coating system.
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DOUBLE-LEAF GATE AND WICKET SYSTEM

MODEST

The MODEST gate and wicket system is dedicated for residential, public, and industrial
sites alike. Its distinctive feature is the possibility to match the gate and wicket infill with
the fence infill by WIŚNIOWSKI, as the gate and wicket structure includes welded Vega B
mesh panels with a V-beam. The robust load-bearing posts made of 80x80 [mm] sections
and the hinge and lock kit form an integral part of the gate
and
wicket
system.
The
double-leaf
gate
includes
a
deadbolt
with a limiter.
Opening method – manual. Available swing directions: PW (right inswing) and LW (left
inswing).

Special features
A harmonious line of fences. The VB panel infill welded to the
structure perfectly matches the fence system with Vega B or
Vega B Light mesh panels.
A comprehensive solution. A kit including load-bearing posts
and a hinge and lock kit.
Classic colours – the system is available in the following finishes
– hot-dip galvanized and in two standard colours: green (RAL
6005) or graphite (RAL 7016).
10 year corrosion protection warranty for gates treated with the
DUPLEX powder coating system.
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DOUBLE-LEAF GATE AND WICKET SYSTEM

GARDEN

The GARDEN system includes gates and wickets with a lightweight mesh panel infill with a 4
[mm] wire gauge and 50x50 [mm] mesh. This unique solution makes it a perfect alternative or
complement to chain-link fences.

Special features
Universal swing direction. The kit always includes load-bearing
posts and a hinge and lock set enabling any swing direction to
be obtained.
Simple, lightweight structure. A light mesh panel infill makes
it possible to complement the classic lines of traditional chain
link fences.
A ready-to-use kit or individual elements of the system. Gates
and wickets are available as kits with load-bearing posts and the
hinge and lock set. The leafs are also available individually to
install to the existing posts.
Custom configuration and combination of gate and wicket
leafs to create an asymmetrical division of leafs is available.
Available in the following finishes – hot-dip galvanized
and in two standard colours: green (RAL 6005) or graphite
(RAL 7016).
10 year corrosion protection warranty for gates treated with the
DUPLEX powder coating system.
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OPO OPZ OPZH

INDUSTRIAL
SEGMENTS
Industrial segments made of the OP series sections constitute yet another element of
system solutions for industrial fences by WIŚNIOWSKI. They enable quick and efficient
fencing of the area and form a complete solution with the system of load-bearing posts.
We offer OPO open structure segments, where sections are pass-through welded or outer
welded to crosspieces, as well as OPZ closed structure and OPZH semi-open structure
industrial segments. They combine stability and robustness. With a range of industrial
gates and wickets, these simple form segments make for a compact and functional
system. They give the fenced area a modern and at the same time elegant look. Available
in a number of standard dimensions or designed and custom made as required within the
specified dimensions.

Special features
Simple form, solid structure. The classic design of segments
with steel sections provides both top technical characteristics
and a great appearance for industrial and special-purpose sites.
Tailored to your needs. Available in standard cost-effective
dimensions or tailor-made within the specified dimensions.
Easy installation. Installation to steel or concrete loadbearing posts using specially designed system accessories by
WIŚNIOWSKI.
Available in all RAL palette colours.
Up to 10 year corrosion protection warranty for gates treated
with the DUPLEX powder coating system.
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OPO 201

46

OPO 251

OPZ 252

OPZH 253

OPO 201 segments are an industrial solution made of 20 x 20 [mm] box sections
pass-through welded to 40 x 30 [mm] box section crosspieces.

OPO 251 segments are an industrial solution made of 25 x 25 [mm] box sections
outer welded to 40 x 27 [mm] box section crosspieces.

OPZ 252 segments are an industrial solution made of 25 x 25 [mm] box sections
welded to the inside of the 40 x 40 [mm] box section frame.

OPZH 253 segments are an industrial solution made of 25 x 25 [mm] box
sections outer welded to 40 x 27 [mm] box section crosspieces.

Maximum height of segments: 2 [m].
Can be installed to steel or brick posts.

Maximum height of segments: 2 [m].
Can be installed to steel or brick posts.

Maximum height of segments: 2.4 [m].
Can be installed to steel or brick posts.

Maximum height of segments: 2.4 [m].
Can be installed to steel or brick posts.
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MESH PANEL
FENCES
WIŚNIOWSKI mesh panel systems are an excellent solution where durability, high quality,
and safety are a priority.
Thanks to their functionality, appearance, and parameters, the mesh panel systems
by WIŚNIOWSKI are a proven solution for any conditions. They can be used both
in urban and industrial areas.
The mesh panel infill is a system solution for building a complete fence including a sliding
or leaf gate with spans made of mesh panels and dedicated posts and accessories.
Fences built this way have a harmonious appearance with consistent design.
WIŚNIOWSKI mesh panels are a high quality product. They are manufactured using
state-of-the-art technology.
VEGA panels are welded using raw wire, then they are hot-dip galvanized or
electrogalvanized and powder coated. Panels manufactured using this technology are
characterized by reliable welds and elimination of possible corrosion centres.
We offer a 10-year warranty for the DUPLEX version.
Available in all RAL palette colours.

MESH PANELS FOR FENCES

VEGA 3D

A special feature of the 3D mesh panel group is the V-beam, which gives the panels a
distinctive appearance, but more importantly it increases their rigidity.
Depending on the height, the panels can have from two up to four V-beams.
The panels are available in 7 various heights and the width of 2.5 [m].

VEGA 3D MESH PANELS FOR FENCES
VEGA B

VEGA B Light

V-BEAM
OF THE
VEGA B MESH
PANEL

50x50 [mm]

Ø 5 [mm]

50x50 [mm]

VEGA B Light 80x200

V-BEAM
OF THE
VEGA B Light
MESH PANEL

Ø 4 [mm]

VEGA B Light II
80 x 100 [mm]

V-BEAM
OF THE
VEGA B Light II
MESH PANEL

80 x 200 [mm]

Ø 4 [mm]
50x200 [mm]

Ø 3 [mm]

50x200 [mm]

Ø 5 [mm]

V-BEAM
OF THE
VEGA B Light 80x200
MESH PANEL

Ø 4 [mm]

Panel width 2,500 [mm]

Available
panel
heights

Available
panel
heights

1,030 [mm]

1,230 [mm]

1,530 [mm]

1,730 [mm]

2,030 [mm]

2,230 [mm]

2,430 [mm]

1,330 [mm]

1,530 [mm]

1,530 [mm]

VEGA B Light
VEGA B
52
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VEGA B Light 80x200

VEGA B Light II
WIŚNIOWSKI
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VEGA 3D PANEL INSTALLATION SYSTEMS
The 3D mesh panel group is mounted using one of eight installation systems.

System availability for individual panel types

System availability for individual panel types

BETA

BETA 48

GAMMA

OMEGA

OMEGA D1

OMEGA D2

OMEGA 48

VEGA B

2

2

2

2

VEGA B

2

2

2

2

VEGA B Light

2

2

2

2

VEGA B Light

2

2

2

2

VEGA B Light 80x200

-

2

-

2

VEGA B Light 80x200

2

2

2

-

VEGA B Light II

-

-

-

2

VEGA B Light II

2

-

-

2

BETA system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section,
post h=3,200 [mm] 60x40x2 [mm].
The post is supplied with plastic caps and
holes for easy installation. Installation is
carried out with a hook screw.

54
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BETA Safe system
Galvanized
sheet
profile
post
A
proprietary solution by WIŚNIOWSKI.
The post profile was designed to provide
maximum safety to users (the nut is
concealed in the profile recess of the post).
The post is supplied with plastic caps and
holes for easy installation. Installation is
carried out with a hook screw.

BETA 48 system
Round post. Post diameter 48.3 [mm]. The
post is supplied with a plastic cap and holes
for easy installation. Installation is carried
out with a hook screw.

GAMMA system
Galvanized
sheet
profile
post
coated with polyester paint. A proprietary
solution by WIŚNIOWSKI. The post is
supplied with plastic caps and holes for easy
installation. Installation with screws and
plastic clips.

OMEGA system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section,
post h=3,200 [mm] 60x40x2 [mm]. The
post is fitted with plastic caps. Installation
with rectangular assembly clamps.

OMEGA D1 system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section,
post h=3,200 [mm] 60x40x2 [mm]. The
post is fitted with plastic caps. Installation
with type D1 assembly clamps.

OMEGA D2 system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section,
post h=3,200 [mm] 60x40x2 [mm]. The
post is fitted with plastic caps. Installation
with type D2 assembly clamps.

OMEGA 48 system
Round post. Post diameter 48.3 [mm]. The
post is fitted with plastic caps. Installation
with half-round assembly clamps.

WIŚNIOWSKI
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MESH PANELS FOR FENCES

VEGA 2D

The 2D mesh panel group features double horizontal wires to increase panel rigidity.
The panels are available in 10 various heights and the width of 2.5 [m].
The 2D panel group includes Vega 2D Super and Vega 2D panels.
The panels are available in hot-dip galvanized and galvanized + RAL versions.
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VEGA 2D PANEL INSTALLATION SYSTEMS

VEGA 2D MESH PANELS FOR FENCES
VEGA 2D

Ø 5 mm

V-BEAM
OF THE
VEGA 2D MESH
PANEL

The Vega 2D Super and Vega 2D panels can be mounted using one of four systems: Delta S, Delta L, Sigma L or Omega.

VEGA 2D Super

Ø 6 mm

DELTA S system
Post made of 60x40x1.5 [mm] section,
post h=3,200 mm 60x40x2 [mm]. The
posts are supplied with a plastic cap
and
hooks
for
the
panels
with threaded holes for screws.
Installation with screws and a clamping
plate.

V-BEAM
OF THE
VEGA 2D Super
MESH PANEL

Ø 6 mm

Ø 8 mm

50x200 [mm]

DELTA L system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section, post
h=3,200 [mm] 60x40x2 [mm]. The posts are fitted
with a plastic cap and an increased number of
hooks for the panels with threaded holes for screws.
Installation with a screw and a clamping plate.

SIGMA system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section,
post
h=3,200
[mm]
60x40x2
[mm].
The post is fitted with a plastic cap
or an aluminium cap as an option and an increased
number of hooks for the panels with threaded holes
for screws. Installation with a screw and a clamping
flat bar.

50x200 [mm]

Panel width 2,500 [mm]

OMEGA system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section, post
h=3,200 [mm] 60x40x2 [mm]. The post is fitted
with a plastic cap.

OMEGA D1 system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section, post
h=3,200 [mm] 60x40x2 [mm]. The post is fitted
with a plastic cap.

OMEGA D2 system
Post made of a 60x40x1.5 [mm] section, post
h=3,200 [mm] 60x40x2 [mm]. The post is fitted
with a plastic cap.

Available
panel
heights

630 [mm]

830 [mm]

1,030 [mm]

1,230 [mm]

1,430 [mm]

1,630 [mm]

1,830 [mm]

2,030 [mm]

2,230 [mm]

2,430 [mm]

VEGA 2D | VEGA 2D Super
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GABION

POSTS
Gabion systems were initially used as shore and river bank reinforcement. Gabions are
used to create a strong structure that will stand the test of time.
They were adapted to harmonize with urban architecture, which opened new application
opportunities.
They
constitute
modern
and
practical
protection
for
residential
and
industrial
areas.
Their
industrial
character
perfectly
matches
both the industrial and residential fence groups. Gabions are frequently installed in highdensity urban areas, where due to their opaqueness and sound-absorbing characteristics,
they form enclaves of privacy in a way. In open areas, they are also often used as wind
barriers.
WIŚNIOWSKI’s gabion range includes two post types: posts based on the IPE 160 I-section
and STM posts based on 50x100 or 50x120 [mm] box sections. Both
types are compatible with VEGA 2D and VEGA 2D Super panels,
as selected by the customer.
The crucial feature of the gabion system by WIŚNIOWSKI is its longterm reliability. The panels’ and posts’ treatment with hot-dip galvanizing
or galvanizing and polyester coating effectively prevents corrosion processes.
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Gabion System with IPE 160 posts

Gabion System with STM posts

The gabion system includes Vega 2D or Vega 2D Super panels installed between IPE 160
gabion posts. The panels and gabion posts form a structure to be infilled with stone or other
material in accordance with the intended use. The gabion posts are critical for the stability
of the entire gabion fence structure. They are characterised by high resistance to deformation. The
posts are fitted with hooks inside the recess where the panels are installed. The entire solution makes
for a uniform fence line.

The gabion system includes Vega 2D or Vega 2D Super panels. The panels are installed between

IPE gabion posts are protected by hot-dip galvanizing or hot-dip galvanizing and polyester coating.

STM gabion posts are protected by hot-dip galvanizing or hot-dip galvanizing and polyester coating.

Can be painted in any RAL palette colour. Up to 10 years of corrosion protection warranty for posts and
mesh panels with the DUPLEX powder coating system.

Can be painted in any RAL palette colour. Up to 10 years of corrosion protection warranty for posts
and mesh panels with the DUPLEX powder coating system.

STM gabion posts with a cross-section of 50x100x3 [mm] or 50x120x4 [mm].
The panels and gabion posts form a structure to be infilled with stone or other material in accordance
with the intended use. The panels are installed to post hooks with the use of accessories. Clips
preventing panel deformation are an obligatory accessory.

SPORT

FENCES
WIŚNIOWSKI sport fences are a proven solution tailored to the design needs and requirements. They
are intended for fencing off courts, pitches, and fields for various disciplines: football stadiums, small
sided football pitches, athletics stadiums, tennis courts, etc.
WIŚNIOWSKI sport fences are well-thought-out fence systems based on system solutions. The sport
system includes industrial fence elements such as Vega 2D and Vega B mesh panel groups, Vega
2D Super Sport panels, sport posts with an increased cross-section and height, posts with ball stop
accessories, and access control elements such as single- and double-leaf gates and wickets. Sport
fences are available with heights ranging from 3 to 6 [m].
Can be painted in any RAL palette colour. Up to 10 years of corrosion protection warranty for posts and
mesh panels with the DUPLEX powder coating system.
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SPORT

FENCES
ProSport post
System-based posts especially recommended for football pitches and small sided football pitches, as well as
tennis courts, handball and volleyball courts, and athletics stadiums.
The posts are designed for quick installation with the use of ProSport accessories.
ProSport accessories include plastic hooks which are used to mount the mesh panels and act as distance
elements between the mesh panels and the posts. Fences made using ProSport posts have a lower tendency to
resonate, which decreases the noise level around sports facilities.
ProSport posts are also available with ball stop accessories, which are particularly recommended for installation
behind football goals.

Vega 2D Super Sport
Hot-dip galvanizing or galvanizing and polyester coating.
Panels are spot welded using steel bars.
Horizontal wire (double) gauge: 2x8 [mm].
Horizontal wire gauge: 6 [mm].
Straight mesh size 100x200 [mm].
Panel width within the axis of the outermost bars 2,500 [mm].
Terminated from the top with 30 [mm] long vertical wires.
Available in two dimensions: 1,030 and 2,030 [mm].

The posts are available with the following cross-sections: 70x50, 80x50, 100x50 and 120x50 [mm] and height
range from 3 to 6 [m].

Vega 2D Super
Hot-dip galvanizing or galvanizing and polyester coating.
Panels are spot welded using steel bars.
Horizontal wire (double) gauge: 2x8 [mm].
Horizontal wire gauge: 6 [mm].
Straight mesh size 50x200 [mm].
Panel width within the axis of the outermost bars 2,500 [mm].
Terminated from the top with 30 [mm] long vertical wires.
See page 58 for available heights.
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Projects

SYSTEM-BASED SOLUTION
PI 95 sliding gate and BASTION wicket combined with OPZ 252 industrial segments
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Projects

SYSTEM-BASED SOLUTION
Various infill designs can be combined. The V-KING
folding gate with the 25x25 infill paired with the fence
made of Vega B panels with the BASTION wicket
infilled with the Vega B panel.
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Projects

SYSTEM-BASED SOLUTION
Posts with Y tops for barbed or razor wire, a comprehensive
fence for strategic sites
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Projects

SYSTEM-BASED SOLUTION
V-King gate with VEGA 2D Super mesh panel
infill. VEGA 2D Super panels on the OMEGA post
with a prefabricated foundation.
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Projects
76

GAMMA SYSTEM
A perfect solution for installing 3D panels on a 55x2,500 [mm] prefabricated
concrete foundation. The post recess enables direct installation of the board
without having to use installation mounts.

INDUSTRIAL FENCES

THE GAMMA SYSTEM IS A SPECIALIST SOLUTION FOR INSTALLING VEGA
B PANELS WITH V-BEAMS.
The system is unique because of the special construction of the
posts whose shape resembles the letter H. Along the fence line, the
panels engage with posts and create a harmonious line without gaps,
unattractive installation elements or support areas which could be
easily climbed by an intruder. Gamma accessories are made of plastic
in a colour matching the posts and discreetly join the fence elements together
and cover screw joints. The entire fence can be mounted using tools available
at every home!

WIŚNIOWSKI
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Projects
ACCESS CONTROL
PI 130 sliding gate with barriers.

ACCESS CONTROL
The highest level of access control
and traffic capacity at peak times. The V-KING gate
is a solution that replaces
a sliding gate and a barrier.
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Projects

INSTALLATION
VEGA 2D panels installed on DELTA S posts.
Installation with a prefabricated concrete foundation.
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Projects
INSTALLATION
VEGA B mesh panel on BETA posts
sank into a concrete foundation
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INSTALLATION
VEGA B mesh panel on OMEGA posts
with ST4 foot on a concrete foundation
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Projects

INSTALLATION
Installation of OPO 251 industrial segments
on inclined ground.
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Projects

INSTALLATION
Industrial segments mounted on concrete posts.
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Projects
INSTALLATION
The Beta Safe post is a solution dedicated for areas
where the passive safety of users (playing children,
adolescents and adults in sporting areas or where
animals are free to run) is a priority.
The installation screw and the nut are concealed in
the post recess. This eliminates the risk of catching or
hitting protruding elements.
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SPORTS FACILITY (PUMP TRACK)
BASTION double-leaf gate with an asymmetrical division of leafs with VEGA
B Light panels installed on BETA Safe posts.
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Projects

Pump track fence.

Tennis court fence.

Playground fence.

RECREATIONAL AND SPORTS SITES
The WIŚNIOWSKI system-based fences mean full compatibility of all the
elements used in the project, which together provide comprehensive fencing
of the area.
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Stadium fence.
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Projects
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MESH PANEL IN LINE WITH A RESIDENTIAL FENCE
A combination of decorative fence elements with mesh panels is an appealing
solution for a robust fence. This combination is achieved thanks to modular
elements that together make a perfectly matching fence system.
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Projects
NO SPACE ON THE SIDES
Double-leaf gates are recommended for narrow plots, because they do not
need any space on the side, but they need enough free space to swing the
leafs.
SHORT FORECOURT
When there is little space in front of and behind the gate, a sliding gate is an
excellent solution. Its cantilever leaf travels along the fence line.
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Projects

CUSTOM AND SPECIALIST SOLUTION
Two gates installed opposite each other closing off a 60 [m] opening to
allow a plane with its full wing span to pass through.
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WIŚNIOWSKI
HALL INCLUSIVE

(1)

Sliding
gate
(2)

The WIŚNIOWSKI Hall Inclusive collection is a comprehensive range of industrial gates, doors, and
fences designed with ergonomics, safety, durability, and reliability in mind. Innovative technological
solutions are reflected by exceptional functionality that meets the highest requirements for the
equipment for specialist facilities. The products enable high-capacity logistics and help the business
operate smoothly.

Sectional
door

The collection includes sectional, roller, and overhead doors, steel and aluminium joinery, panel
fence systems, and more.

(3)

Flush
door

Industrial door
MakroPro
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Seamless steel
door
Eco

Sliding gate
PI 200
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DISCOVER
MORE...

www.wisniowski.pl/en

The products shown in the photographic materials often feature special accessories and do not always match their standard finish. • This brochure does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Polish Civil Code. • The manufacturer
reserves the right to make changes • All rights reserved • Reproduction and use, even partial, is permitted only with the consent of WIŚNIOWSKI Sp. z o.o. S.K.A. • 01/18/EN

